
   

       

  Helpers Thank You Hamper
 
£109.00

IN STOCK

Quick Overview
The Helpers Thank You Hamper is a fantastic way to show you are
grateful. There's nothing like a good cup of tea and a couple of tasty
biscuits to make you feel appreciated. This thank you gift basket
contains some of our most luxurious chocolates and bakery items,
paired with the ethical tea along with some Barista roast coffee bags
meaning there is something for everyone to enjoy

  Details
 
Thank you, these two words can mean so much, but sometimes its not quite enough. Often we struggle to show how grateful we really are,
show your gratitude with a gift. A gift is a heartfelt way to show your thanks. When someone has gone above and beyond, a gift basket is a
wonderful way to show your appreciation. Our hampers are curated with luxury products hand picked and packed with with care, each gift
contains a gift card you can personalise Our new thank you range is a collection of appreciative, thoughtful, and unusual designs, created to
satisfy the demand from society for premium gift hampers where the products are selected on the basis of innovation and great taste. The tea
and coffee are both modern packaged items that go well with the range of traybakes, cookies, and cake included. This hamper exemplifies how
a luxury non-alcoholic hamper does not have to be dull or comprised of uninteresting alcohol-free wines. The food elements are of the greatest
quality and would be enjoyed by anyone who enjoys a good tea and biscuit. This thank you hamper has many items that can be shared amongst
family, friends or co-workers that the helpers thank you hamper could be given to a group of 2-3 people. This may be a team of medical carers,
a group of teachers, employees or family friends.

Additional Information
 
Contents Exquisite Collection Lily O'Briens 138g Lindor Mint truffles Lindt 200g Fresh Chocolate Iced "Thank You"

Cake 400g Lismore Food Orange With Dark Chocolate Fine Biscuits, 150g Handcrafted Caramel Fingers
Holmes Bakery 200g G/F Dark Chocolate Almonds lightly salted Forest Feast 120g Chocolate Shortbread
Jellystar Hassets, 150g Irish Oat Cookies Kilbeggan 200g Graham's Traditional Irish Shortbread 135g
FlapjackMinis- Fully Loaded Foods of Athenry, 150g Muliseed Sodabread Foods of Athenry 110g
Hazelnut&Carob Nutritious Spread Nutural World 170g Ethical Spicy Chai Tea Bags NEMI Barista Roast
Coffee Bags SD Bells Magnetic Valise Hamper Case
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